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In-situ UV-visible spectroscopy was used to measure the extent of reduction of active centers in VOx/γAl2O3 during oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of propane. Prevalent extents of reduction (0.062 to 0.30
e-/V) are much smaller than required for the formation of stoichiometric V3+ or V4+ suboxides. Surface
oxygen atoms are the most abundant reactive intermediates during propane ODH, as previously suggested by
kinetic and isotopic studies. These measurements involved the rigorous calibration of UV-visible intensities
in the pre-edge region using quantitative reoxidation of a small number of centers reduced in H2. Transients
observed during changes in C3H8 and O2 concentrations indicate that only a fraction of the prevalent reduced
centers (∼30-40%) are active in catalytic turnovers, while the rest are reoxidized in time scales much longer
than turnover times. The number of catalytically relevant reduced centers depends only on C3H8/O2 ratios,
and not on individual reactant concentrations, indicating that oxygen vacancies are the predominant reduced
centers and that hydroxyls and alkoxides are present at much lower concentrations. The fraction of V-atoms
that exist as catalytically reduced centers and the rate of propane ODH (per exposed V-atom) increase with
increasing vanadia surface density and domain size up to surface densities typical of polyvanadate monolayers
(∼7.5 V/nm2) and then reach nearly constant values at higher surface densities. This relation between the
extent of reduction during catalysis and the propene formation rates confirms the redox nature of catalytic
cycles and the exclusive kinetic relevance of the reduction part of the cycle, in which C-H bonds are activated
using lattice oxygen atoms. This method for measuring the extent of reduction during catalysis using preedge features in the UV-visible spectrum provides greater sensitivity and time resolution than X-ray absorption
and UV-visible spectroscopic methods based on near-edge spectral features. The approach and initial results
seem generally applicable to oxidation reactions using lattice oxygens as reactive intermediates.

Introduction
Oxidative alkane dehydrogenation (ODH) on VOx domains
involves Mars-van Krevelen redox cycles using lattice oxygen
and reduced V3+ or V4+ centers as reactive intermediates.1-11
Mechanistic studies have shown that reduced centers are present
at low concentrations during steady-state catalysis,10,11 a conclusion specifically confirmed for n-butane oxidation on vanadylpyrophosphates (VPO) using in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy.12 Our efforts to detect reduced centers in supported VOx
and MoOx catalysts using near-edge X-ray absorption spectra
during propane ODH did not succeed, because of the overlapping nature of near-edge features for various oxidation states
of V and Mo absorbers and of the low concentration of reduced
centers. These difficulties led us to seek simpler and more
sensitive methods to measure the number of reduced centers
on metal oxides during catalytic oxidation. We confronted
similar sensitivity issues when using another technique of choice
for assessing electronic structure and extent of reduction,
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involving measurements of near-edge absorption features in the
UV-visible spectrum of oxide catalysts.
Diffuse reflectance UV-visible spectroscopy probes the
electronic structure of oxide domains commonly used in alkane
ODH catalysis.6-9,13-16 Edge energies depend sensitively on
domain size; they decrease with increasing domain size because
charge is more effectively delocalized when larger domains are
supported on insulating oxides.10,11 Absorption edge energies
in the UV-visible spectrum depend weakly on oxidation state,
unless reduction processes significantly distort cation coordination symmetry;13,17 thus, edge energies are unreliable as probes
of the number and type of reduced centers prevalent during
steady-state oxidation catalysis (e.g., vacancies, OH groups,
alkoxides). Previous studies have estimated extents of reduction
in metal oxides from measurements of near-edge spectral
changes by using linear interpolations between spectra for
stoichiometric oxides and for suboxides with stable structures
formed by reduction in H2.17-28
We report here a direct method for measuring the number of
reduced centers during alkane oxidation catalysis on metal
oxides. As described in a preliminary communication,29 this
method is based on measured changes in the pre-edge portion
of UV-visible spectra. Its application is demonstrated here for
the specific case of propane ODH on VOx/Al2O3 catalysts, but
the method is generally applicable to oxide catalysts and to
catalytic oxidations requiring redox cycles. This technique
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involves rigorous calibration of the number of reduced centers
using a mild reduction in H2, subsequent quantitative reoxidation, and the measurement of intensity in the pre-edge region
during these treatments and during catalytic oxidation reactions.
Experimental Section
VOx/Al2O3 catalysts were prepared by incipient wetness
impregnation of γ-alumina (Degussa, A. G., 100 m2/g) with
aqueous solutions of ammonium metavanadate (99%, Aldrich,
Inc.) and oxalic acid (Mallinckrodt A. G.) (1:2 by weight, pH
∼2). The impregnated samples were dried, crushed, treated in
dry air at 773 K, and ground into fine powders (45-100 µm)
using a mortar and pestle. Catalyst synthesis procedures and
structural characterization data were reported previously.7-9
Three V2O5/γ-Al2O3 samples with 3.5, 10, and 30 wt % V2O5
and vanadia surface densities of 2.3, 8.0, and 34 V/nm2,
respectively, were used in this study.7,8 Samples were treated
at 773 K before each experiment in 5% O2 (Airgas, 99.999%),
in He (Airgas, 99.999%), or Ar (Airgas, 99.999%). Previous
UV-visible and Raman spectroscopic studies showed that 3.5
wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2) contains predominantly isolated
monovanadates,8 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2) consists of
polyvanadate domains coexisting with trace amounts of V2O5
crystallites, and 30 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (34 V/nm2) contains large
V2O5 crystallites.7
UV-visible spectra were collected using a Cary 4 Varian
spectrophotometer with a Harrick Scientific diffuse reflectance
attachment (DRP-XXX) and a reaction chamber (DRA-2CR).
The reaction cell was modified with a quartz frit to support
samples and to improve flow uniformity. Two spectrophotometer modes were used to collect UV-visible spectra. One mode
was used to measure conventional spectra in the 1.49-4.59 eV
range (0.00186 eV steps, ∼167 s per spectrum) during steadystate propane ODH. Spectra were initially referenced to MgO
and ultimately referenced to the spectrum for each fresh catalyst
in its highest oxidation state. Another operating mode was used
to measure transient responses during propane ODH after abrupt
changes in O2 or C3H8 concentrations. In this mode, intensities
were monitored at a single energy (1.86 eV) in the pre-edge
region with a time resolution of 0.1-1 s.
Flow rates were kept at 1.67 cm3 s-1 using mass flow
controllers (Porter Instrument) for individual C3H8/Ar, O2/Ar
or O2/He, and Ar streams in order to achieve the desired
concentrations of each reactant. These flow rates corresponded
to a space velocity of 50 cm3 s-1g-1 for the amounts of catalyst
used in this study (∼30 mg). Rapid switches between one
reactant composition and another were made using an electrically-actuated four-way valve (Valco Instruments Company).
The reaction temperature was held at 603 K and treatments in
O2-containing streams, intended to reoxidize samples, were
carried out at similar or higher temperatures (up to 773 K). A
thermocouple located within the catalyst bed was used to
measure local temperatures; a thermocouple inserted within the
heater beneath the sample holder recorded temperatures as much
as 100 K above sample temperatures, as previously reported.17,19
Propane ODH experiments were conducted at 603 K using C3H8
(Airgas, 99.9%) and O2 (Airgas, 99.99%) reactants diluted to
the desired partial pressures with Ar (Airgas, 99.999%). Partial
pressures for each reactant were independently varied from 1.0
to 16 kPa, while keeping the other reactant at 4.0 or 8.0 kPa;
the intervals between compositional changes were 300 s. In
some experiments, water was added to C3H8-O2 streams by
flowing 1.0 kPa H2 (Airgas, 99.99%) in Ar (Airgas, 99.999%)
over CuO (Aldrich, 100 g, 13 wt % CuO/Al2O3) at 623 K to
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convert all H2 to H2O. All lines after this reactor were kept at
400 K to prevent condensation.
H2 reduction measurements were carried out at 603 K using
pure H2 (Airgas, 99.99%) for 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 min. The
reactor was flushed with He (Airgas, 99.999%) for 180 s, while
the sample was rapidly quenched to ambient temperature by
removing the reactor from the furnace and flowing air past its
external walls. An oxygen back-titration was conducted after
each H2 treatment using 5.0 kPa O2 (Scott, 99.99%) in He during
rapid heating from 298 to 773 K at 1.67 K s-1. The O2
concentration in the effluent was continuously monitored by
mass spectrometry (Leybold-Inficon Transpector 2.0, 100
AMU). The resulting peak was integrated using Peakfit 4.0
(Jandel Scientific Software) to measure the amount of O2
consumed during each oxidation (TPO).
The H2 reduction and TPO data were used to obtain
calibration curves relating UV-visible intensities in the preedge and edge regions to the number of reduced centers for
each sample. Quantification of the reduced centers by direct
reoxidation following ODH is not sufficiently accurate, because
purging the reactants and quenching the reaction alters the extent
of reduction prevalent during steady-state catalysis. A stoichiometric reductant (H2) was therefore used to reduce fresh samples
for controlled periods of time; this process was followed by
measurements of the oxygen deficiency in each sample from
the number of O2 molecules required to recover the initial UVvisible spectrum during reoxidation in O2/He. The number of
electrons introduced during reduction and removed during
oxidation was estimated by assuming that each O-atom causes
a two-electron oxidation event.
Diffuse reflectance spectra were analyzed using KubelkaMunk treatments.30-32 The diffuse reflectance for infinitely thick
samples (R∞) is given by the reflectance of a sample of finite
thickness (Rsample) divided by the reflectance of highly reflective
standards (Rreference), such as MgO (the standard initially used
here):

R∞ ) Rsample/Rreference

(1)

The Kubelka-Munk function, F(R∞)

F(R∞) ) (1 - R∞)2/2R∞ ) K/S

(2)

represents the ratio of absorption (K) and scattering (S)
coefficients. Scattering coefficients depend weakly on photon
energy, but absorption cross-sections increase abruptly as
electronic transitions become possible with increasing incident
photon energy. Thus, F(R∞) provides a measure of absorbance
throughout the experimental spectral range.31 The reflectance
relative to the fully oxidized sample (R∞,rel) was defined as

R∞,rel ) (Rreduced sample/RMgO)/(Roxidized sample/RMgO) )
Rreduced sample/Roxidized sample (3)
This reflectance was used instead of that relative to MgO
because fully oxidized samples provided a relevant standard
spectrum measured in close temporal proximity to the reduction
experiments. Spectra for fully oxidized samples were obtained
before each experiment and provided a reliable internal reference. This relative reflectance (eq 3) gave reproducible absorbance results.
Results and Discussion
Figures 1a and 1b show the time evolution and relative
magnitude of the spectral features detected in the pre-edge and
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edge regions for 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2) and 3.5 wt
% V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2), respectively, during propane ODH
at 603 K (14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2). The spectrum with the
lowest absorbance in the pre-edge region (<∼2 eV) in each
figure corresponds to the fresh catalyst in its highest oxidation
state and shows a band at ∼4.2 eV (33 000 cm-1) corresponding
to V5+. The two spectra with the stronger pre-edge absorbances
in each figure were measured 300 s and 2 h after starting
catalytic ODH reactions. The pre-edge absorbance increased
markedly with reaction time, mostly during the first 300 s after
contact with C3H8-O2 reactants; the intensity of the absorption
edge features concurrently decreased with increasing reaction
time. Pre-edge features at ∼1.8 eV (14 500 cm-1) for 10 wt %
V2O5/Al2O3 and ∼1.9 eV (15 500 cm-1) for 3.5 wt % V2O5/
Al2O3, arise from d-d transitions in reduced centers (V3+/V4+);
these transitions become possible during reduction as electrons
occupy d-orbitals normally empty in cations in their highest
oxidation state.17,25 An isosbestic point is located at 2.7 eV
(21 800 cm-1) for 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 and at 2.8 eV (23 000
cm-1) for 3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3. Figure 1 shows that these d-d
transitions appear in a spectral region devoid of background
absorption for freshly oxidized samples; therefore, this approach
provides much more accurate measurements than methods based
on changes in the intensity of edge features in UV-visible and
X-ray absorption spectra. UV-visible absorption features at the
edge arise from O-to-V ligand-to-metal charge transitions
(LMCT), which are less sensitive to d-orbital occupation than
d-d transitions. The absorption edge decreases in intensity with
decreasing average V oxidation state because ligand-to-metal
charge transfer becomes more difficult for lower cation valences,
for which the lowest unoccupied states are partially filled, thus
requiring electron transfer to higher energy states.33
Although changes in the pre-edge and edge regions are similar
in magnitude (Figure 1), relative changes are about 10 times
greater for pre-edge than for edge features (Figure 2). Figures
2a and 2b show changes in relative absorbance (referenced to
fully oxidized samples using eq 3) during H2 reduction for 10
wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2) and for 3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3
(2.3 V/nm2), respectively, at 300 s increments. Relative spectra
were obtained by dividing the spectrum after each H2 treatment
period by the spectrum of the corresponding fully oxidized
sample (eq 3) and converting the resulting relative reflectance
into absorbance using the Kubelka-Munk function (eq 2). Both
spectral regions contain equivalent information, but pre-edge
features avoid some disadvantages of intensity measurements
at the edge. Highly absorbing samples, with small values of
R∞, lead to large F(R∞) values; thus, relative differences in
regions of large F(R∞), such as the edge region, become less
sensitive to changes in extent of reduction than corresponding
changes in the pre-edge region.
Figures 3a and 3b show the relative absorbance (normalized
per V-atom) as a function of the extent of reduction, defined as
the average number of electrons transferred per V-atom in the
sample (e-/V). The ordinate in these figures was determined
by integrating changes in F(R∞,rel) in either pre-edge (1.491.86 eV; Figure 3a) or edge (2.73-3.53 eV; Figure 3b) regions
after H2 reduction. The extent of reduction shown in the abscissa
was measured from the amount of O2 required to fully restore
the spectrum to that of the fresh sample. The extents of reduction
shown in the calibration curves in Figures 3a and 3b are similar
to those measured during propane ODH (0-0.6 e-/V) and
smaller than those for stoichiometric vanadium suboxides. The
data in Figure 3a are based on pre-edge spectral changes. The
same linear relation between F(R∞,rel) and e-/V was obtained
for all samples using pre-edge spectral changes (Figure 3a),
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Figure 1. (a) UV-visible spectra of 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2)
before and during propane oxidative dehydrogenation, where the R∞
reference is MgO [5 kPa O2, balance Ar during oxidation; 14 kPa C3H8,
1.7 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K]. (b) UV-visible spectra of 3.5 wt %
V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2) before and during propane oxidative dehydrogenation, where the R∞ reference is MgO [5 kPa O2, balance Ar
during oxidation; 14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K].

independent of V content. The edge features also lead to linear
relations, which differ in slope, however, for samples with
different V-content (Figure 3b).
The data in Figures 3a and 3b were used to determine extents
of reduction during propane ODH at 603 K (14 kPa C3H8, 1.7
kPa O2) from either pre-edge or edge spectral regions (Table
1). The overall extents of reduction measured from pre-edge
and edge regions are similar for 3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3
V/nm2), indicating that pre-edge and edge regions provide
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Figure 2. (a) UV-visible spectra of 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2)
during hydrogen reduction, where the R∞ reference is the fully oxidized
catalyst [101 kPa H2, 603 K]. (b) UV-visible spectra of 3.5 wt %
V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2) during hydrogen reduction, where the R∞
reference is the fully oxidized catalyst [101 kPa H2, 603 K].

equivalent information and accuracy when the sample absorbance is weak. At higher vanadia surface densities, strong
absorption leads to similar edge absorption intensities in fresh
and steady-state samples (Figure 2); this leads to inaccurate
extents of reduction ((50% at 95% confidence) for the two
samples with higher V-content and surface density. Pre-edge
calibration data are much more accurate and reproducible
((15% at 95% confidence); they are used here as the preferred
method in all subsequent analyses. The measured extents of
reduction during steady-state ODH increase and then decrease
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Figure 3. (a) Relation between relative changes in the pre-edge spectral
feature during H2 reduction and the extent of catalyst reduction
quantified by subsequent O2 temperature-programmed oxidation [diamonds: 3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2); squares: 10 wt % V2O5/
Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2); triangles: 30 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (34 V/nm2).
Hydrogen reduction: 101 kPa H2 for intervals increasing by 300 s,
603 K; temperature-programmed oxidation: 5 kPa O2, balance He, room
temperature to 773 K, 1.7 K/s ramp rate]. (b) Relation between relative
changes in the edge spectral feature during H2 reduction and the extent
of catalyst reduction quantified by subsequent O2 temperatureprogrammed oxidation [diamonds: 3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2);
squares: 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2); triangles: 30 wt % V2O5/
Al2O3 (34 V/nm2). Hydrogen reduction: 101 kPa H2 for intervals
increasing by 300 s, 603 K; temperature-programmed oxidation: 5 kPa
O2, balance He, room temperature to 773 K, 1.7 K/s ramp rate].

with increasing vanadium surface density; these trends are
discussed in detail below.
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TABLE 1: Extent of Vanadium Reduction during Propane
ODH Determined from Pre-edge and Edge Absorbance
Delta Valuesa
catalyst
(wt % V2O5 V surface density
∆e-/V
∆e-/V
(1.49-1.86 eV)b (2.73-3.53 eV)c
on Al2O3)
(V nm-2)
3.5
10
30

2.3
8.0
34

0.062
0.30
0.084

0.056
0.12
0.097

a
603 K, 14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2, balance He. b Obtained from preedge data (Figure 3a). c Obtained from edge data (Figure 3b).

In what follows, we address two critical issues: (1) what
fraction of the reduced centers are reactive intermediates relevant
to ODH catalysis; and (2) how does the concentration of
catalytically relevant reduced centers vary with C3H8 and O2
partial pressures. Figure 4a shows absorption intensities at 1.86
eV for 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2) during an extended
period (8 h) started after treatment of a fresh sample with 5
kPa O2 for 773 K for 1 h, cooling to 603 K, and exposure to
C3H8(1 kPa)-O2(4 kPa) for 4 h, and then to 4 kPa O2 at 603 K
for 4 h. A fast reduction process occurs during the first ∼120
s after exposure to reactants; this process is followed by a slower
reduction process occurring over a 4 h period. Subsequent O2
exposure leads to a rapid initial oxidation, followed by a slower
process, which does not fully restore the initial oxidation state
even after 4 h (11% of the steady-state reduced centers remain
in their reduced state). Treatment in 5 kPa O2 at 773 K for
several minutes was required to fully restore the spectrum to
that of the starting catalyst, suggesting that no significant
structural changes, such as sintering or mixed oxide formation,
occurred during catalysis. Some of the changes in pre-edge
intensity were unrelated to catalytic turnovers and occurred over
longer times scales than such turnovers; such catalytically
irrelevant reduction events were decoupled from those involved
in catalytic cycles by transient experiments, as we discuss in
detail below.
These data suggest that some of the reduced centers detected
do not undergo redox cycles in the time-scale of catalytic
turnovers; these time-scales are <1000 s for the 10 wt % V2O5/
Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2) sample (from the inverse of the ODH rate
per V-atom in Table 2). Thus, the data in Figure 4a indicate
that the formation and oxidation of reduced centers include
processes much slower than turnovers and likely to reflect
changes in the structure of domains or oxygen removal from
internal crystallite regions, which are not relevant to catalytic
turnovers.
Reoxidation was also attempted after ODH catalysis by
adding 1 kPa H2O to a stream containing 5 kPa O2 to probe
whether H2O adsorption-desorption steps (Appendix, eq A4)
would enhance vacancy mobility, which is presumably required
for O2 dissociation on proximate vacancies (Appendix, eq A5).
Figure 4b shows the absorbance (at 1.86 eV) for 3.5 wt % V2O5/
Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2) at 603 K during reoxidation with H2O (bold
line, 1 kPa H2O, 5.0 kPa O2) and without H2O (thin line, 5.0
kPa O2) after ODH (14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2, 603 K, 2 h).
Initial reoxidation rates were essentially identical, but H2O
slightly inhibits reoxidation at intermediate times and enhances
it slightly at longer times. In any case, the slow reoxidation
observed after ODH does not arise from the use of dry O2
streams, which could have prevented the formation of proximate
vacancies required for reoxidation. These slow processes appear
to arise instead from oxygen removal from catalytically irrelevant structures, possibly minority V2O5 crystallites with low
catalytic surface areas.

Figure 4. (a) Absorbance response during step change from oxidizing
conditions (4.0 kPa O2, balance Ar) to ODH (1.0 kPa C3H8, 4.0 kPa
O2, balance Ar) and back to oxidizing conditions (4.0 kPa O2, balance
Ar) [10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2), 603 K]. (b) Effect of water
addition during reoxidation following propane ODH; thin line: no water
added; bold line: 1 kPa water added; dashed line: initial absorbance
of stoichiometric oxide [3.5 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2), ODH
conditions: 14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2, balance Ar, 663 K; reoxidation
without H2O: 5.0 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K, reoxidation with H2O:
5.0 kPa O2, 1.0 kPa H2O, balance Ar, 603 K].

Reduced centers relevant and irrelevant to catalysis must be
separately quantified for any in situ measurement to reflect
intermediates without contributions from spectator species. The
deconvolution of structures of varying catalytic relevance
generally requires transient measurements. With this in mind,
we carried out UV-visible measurements in which fully
oxidized catalysts were exposed to a given reactant composition
for 300 s; then, this composition was changed for another 300
s, by varying either the C3H8 or O2 pressure, while keeping the
other constant. Figure 5a shows the results of these stepwise
changes in C3H8 pressure; each reactant cycle is followed by a
treatment in 4 kPa O2 at 603 K for 300 s. The initial transient
(0-120 s) is identical to that in Figure 4a. Subsequent transients,
during which the C3H8 pressure was doubled each time, lead to
a rapid increase in absorbance during the first 90 s, which
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TABLE 2: Comparison of Total and Catalytically Relevant Extents of Vanadium Reduction during Propane ODH with
Measured Propane ODH Rates (7)a
catalyst
(wt % V2O5
on Al2O3)

V surface
density
(V nm-2)

∆e-/V

3.5
10
30

2.3
8.0
34

0.062
0.30
0.084

∆e-cat/V b

C3H6 Rate
[*10-3 mol s-1
(g-atom V)-1]

∆e-cat/Vsurfacec

C3H6 Rate
[*10-3 mol s-1
(g-atom Vsurface)-1]c

0.020
0.12
0.035

0.33
1.0
0.24

0.020
0.13
0.15

0.33
1.1
1.1

a
603 K, 14 kPa C3H8, 1.7 kPa O2, balance He. b ∆e-cat represents catalytically relevant reduced centers. c Vsurface represents surface vanadia
(normalized assuming that a maximum of 7.5 V/nm2 are exposed).

when C3H8 pressure decreases. The rapid changes in absorption
observed during a reversible C3H8 pressure cycle are identical,
indicating that this fraction of the transient change is reversible
within time-scales of catalytic turnovers. Also, the absorbance
decreases to ∼60% of its maximum value during exposure to
O2 for 300 s after ODH reaction for 300 s, and then returns
rapidly to its steady-state values after reintroduction of C3H8O2 reactants. The absorbance measured during ODH with 1 kPa
of C3H8 and 4 kPa of O2 after a reoxidation cycle gradually
increases with increasing number of ODH- reoxidation cycles.
This gradual increase occurs over time scales similar to the
gradual reduction processes observed over long periods of time
in the data shown in Figure 4a. Similar results were obtained
with up-down cycles in O2 partial pressure (Figure 5b). In this
case, the experiment was started by switching from a stream
containing 4 kPa O2 to one consisting of 16 kPa O2 and 4 kPa
C3H8.
Taken together, these results (Figures 5a and 5b) indicate that
the number of catalytically relevant redox centers can be
estimated from the rapid initial changes in absorbance that occur
after each abrupt change in reactant composition. The rapid
initial increase in absorbance upon first switching from O2 to
C3H8-O2 streams (Figures 4 and 5) is also irreversible and it
is therefore attributed to reduction process that cannot be
reversible during ODH catalytic turnovers. Measurements of
the catalytically relevant component in these transients can be
made more rigorous by examining how the various reduced
centers expected to form during ODH depend on C3H8 and O2
concentrations using well-established redox mechanisms.10,11
Previously reported sequences of elementary steps are expanded
here to account for combustion pathways (See Appendix). The
pseudo-steady-state approximation for each reactive intermediate
led to eqs 4-7, which relate the concentrations of vacancies
([*]), hydroxyl groups ([OH*]), and alkoxide species ([C3H7O*])
to the prevalent O2 and C3H8 pressures.

{

[OH*] ) λ1[C3H8] + λ2[H2O]

( )

[*] ) λ3
Figure 5. (a) Absorbance response during step changes in C3H8
concentration of 300 s duration, starting from the fully oxidized catalyst
[10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2), 603 K, 4.0 kPa O2, each cycle
progresses through 0, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16, 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0 kPa C3H8,
balance Ar, 603 K]. (b) Absorbance response during step changes in
O2 concentration of 300 s duration, starting from the fully oxidized
catalyst [10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2), 603 K, each cycle begins
with 4.0 kPa O2 and no C3H8; upon initiation of ODH with 4.0 kPa
C3H8, the cycle progresses through 16, 8.0, 4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0,
16 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K].

becomes much slower with time. The reverse pattern (a fast
reoxidation that becomes much slower with time) is observed

[C3H8]
[O2]

( )}
[C3H8]

1/2 1/2

[O2]

[O*] (4)

1/2

[O*]

(5)

[C3H7O*] ) λ4[C3H8][O*]2

(6)

[O*] ) [L] - [OH*] - [*] - [C3H7O*]

(7)

The λi terms contain rate constants and a measure of reaction
selectivity, defined as the fraction of the turnovers that lead to
propene (vs COx). [O*] and [L] are the concentrations of active
surface oxygens and total active sites, respectively.
Equations 4-6 show the expected dependence of the number
of reduced centers on C3H8 (0.5-0.75 power) and O2 (-0.5 to
-0.25 power) pressures and the individual concentrations of
vacancies, OH groups, and alkoxides. The trends in reduced
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centers with [O2]-1 (Figure 5b) and with [C3H8] (Figure 5a)
are almost identical, suggesting that the concentration of reduced
centers depends only on the C3H8/O2 ratio and not on the
individual concentrations of the two reactants at the conditions
of low C3H8 conversion (<1%) and small water concentration
(<3 × 10-8 mol/cm3) prevalent during these experiments. This
functional dependence is consistent only with vacancies as the
most abundant reduced centers during ODH (eq 5). The H2O
dependence in the expression for [OH*] (eq 4) leads to an
additional dependence on C3H8 partial pressure, because the H2O
concentrations are proportional to C3H8 pressures (since the firstorder dependence of the rate on C3H8 leads to invariant
conversions with changes in C3H8 pressure); thus, [OH*] cannot
account for a significant fraction of the prevalent reduced
centers.
The proposal that changes in the pre-edge region reflect
contributions from active and catalytically irrelevant redox
centers was probed by representing the total change in absorbance, ∆A(Pn), for a given partial pressure Pn of the component
whose concentration is perturbed as
n

∆A(Pn) ) (∆Anoncat + ∆A1) +

∆Ai
∑
i)2

(8)

The term (∆Anoncat + ∆A1) represents total absorbance changes
shortly after initial contact of fresh samples with reactants.
∆Anoncat and ∆A1 reflect changes in absorbance for catalytically
irrelevant and relevant processes, respectively. The ∆Ai terms
represent the catalytically relevant changes in absorbance
associated with each subsequent step change in reactant pressure
(e.g., ∆A2 for any cycle of increasing absorbance in Figure 5a
is the change in absorbance resulting from C3H8 increasing from
n
∆Ai, is the total
1 to 2 kPa). The summation term, ∑i)2
absorbance change of the subsequent variations in partial
pressures, excluding the slow upward drift noted in Figure 4a.
If we assume vacancies are the predominant active reduced
centers responsible for the absorbance changes in Figures 5a
and 5b, ∆A(Pn) would be given by

∆A(Pn) ) ∆Anoncat + B(PC3H8/PO2)n0.5

(9)

which shows the expected sole dependence on C3H8/O2 reactant
ratios and which allows estimates of ∆Anoncat and B from our
experimental data.
Figure 6 shows the catalytically relevant extents of reduction
per surface V-atom as a function of C3H8/O2 reactant ratios. A
simple geometric model, in which V-atoms in excess of the
theoretical monolayer (7.5 V/nm2)8,36 become inaccessible, was
used to estimate the fraction of V-atoms at surfaces. These
extents of reduction are then obtained using the values of
(∆A(Pn)-∆Anoncat) from Figures 5a and 5b and calibration
curves similar to those in Figure 3a, but accurate for the single
energy (1.86 eV) of the data in Figures 5a and 5b. The solid
symbols represent data obtained by varying the partial pressure
of C3H8 (Figure 5a) and the open symbols reflect data obtained
by varying O2 partial pressures (Figure 5b). The two sets of
data agree well; they are accurately described by a half-order
dependence of the number of catalytically relevant redox centers
on the C3H8/O2 reactant ratio, as expected when vacancies are
the most abundant reduced centers (eq 5). The data in Figure 6
also show that steady-state extents of reduction for catalytically
relevant redox centers are very small (<0.1 e-/Vsurface), consistent with the assumption, made in deriving eq 9, that [O*] is
essentially constant and equal to [L].

Figure 6. Dependence of the extent of catalytically relevant reduction
per surface V-atom on the C3H8/O2 ratio for VOx/Al2O3 catalysts during
propane ODH [filled symbols: C3H8 dependence (1.0-16 kPa C3H8,
4.0 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K); open symbols: O2 dependence (4.0
kPa C3H8, 1.0-16 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K); diamonds: 3.5 wt %
V2O5/Al2O3 (2.3 V/nm2); squares: 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2);
triangles: 30 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (34 V/nm2); filled circles are C3H8
dependence (8.0 kPa O2, 1.0-12 kPa O2, balance Ar, 603 K) for 10
wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2)].

The reactant cycles shown in Figures 5a and 5b were started
with the same 1:4 C3H8/O2 reactant ratio, but at different
individual pressures (1.0 kPa C3H8, 4.0 kPa O2 in Figure 5a
and 4.0 kPa C3H8, 16 kPa O2 in Figure 5b). The filled circles
in Figure 6 show data for an experiment started at a lower
reactant ratio (1:8 C3H8/O2 on 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3, 1.0 kPa
C3H8, 8.0 kPa O2, 603 K), but otherwise similar to the
experiment leading to the data in Figure 5a. The data points
for reactant ratios of 1:8 and 1:4 (filled and open squares)
coincide, which confirms that extents of reduction for catalytically relevant redox centers (reported in Figure 6) are independent of the initial reactant concentration. ∆Anoncat in eqs 8 and
9, however, appears to depend on the initial C3H8/O2 reactant
ratio and shows values of 0.18 ∆e-/Vsurface and 0.16 ∆e-/Vsurface
for initial reactant ratios of 1:4 and 1:8 C3H8/O2, respectively,
on 10 wt % V2O5/Al2O3 (8.0 V/nm2).
The number of kinetically-relevant and spectator-reduced
centers are compared in Table 2 with the total number of reduced
centers (from Table 1); only a fraction of reduced centers are
active in catalytic turnovers (32%, 40%, and 42% for 3.5, 10,
and 30 wt % V2O5/Al2O3, respectively). Both the total number
of reduced centers and those active in propane ODH turnovers
correspond to lower extents of reduction than required for
stoichiometric reduction of V5+ to V4+ (or V3+). These data
confirm the conclusions reached from kinetic and isotopic
studies10,11 that lattice oxygen atoms are the most abundant
reactive intermediates during propane ODH on VOx domains,
even at relatively high C3H8/O2 reactant ratios (Figure 6, Table
2).
Table 2 also shows propane ODH rates (per V-atom) reported
previously7,8 on the three samples of this study. ODH rates (per
V-atom) increase with increasing V-surface density (from 2.3
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V/nm2 to 8.0 V/nm2), because larger two-dimensional VOx
domains prevalent at higher surface densities undergo redox
processes much faster than monovanadate structures present at
lower surface densities.6-9 ODH rates then decrease at higher
surface densities, as three-dimensional V2O5 crystallites with
inaccessible V-atoms become the predominant VOx species. The
maximum ODH rate (per V) at intermediate V surface densities
occurs at similar surface densities as the maximum number of
reduced centers measured during ODH (Table 2), indicating that
exposed VOx species on larger domains (prevalent at 8.0 V/
nm2) are easier to reduce than isolated monovanadates (at 2.3
V/nm2). These conclusions are consistent with reduction kinetic
studies on VOx/γ-Al2O3 samples with a similar range of VOx
surface densities.34 VOx species on larger domains (at 8.0 V/
nm2) also undergo faster redox cycles than isolated VOx species
(at 2.3 V/nm2).6-8 This correlation between ODH rates and
extents of reduction is consistent with previously reported ODH
turnover rates (per V or Mo), which increased with increasing
VOx or MoOx domain size6-8,35 (Table 2), and with the sole
kinetic relevance of the C-H bond activation step, which
requires activated complexes involving significant cation reduction.10,11 The fraction of V-atoms reduced during steady-state
ODH is lower at high surface densities (34 V/nm2) than at
intermediate surface densities (8.0 V/nm2), because V centers
become inaccessible to reactants and cannot undergo redox
cycles required for ODH turnovers.
Extents of reduction can be normalized by the number of
V-atoms residing at surfaces (Figure 6) estimated in the manner
described above. At low surface densities, all V-atoms are
essentially exposed; thus, the extent of reduction is unchanged
from that estimated on the basis of total V-atoms and shown in
Table 2. On the other two samples, normalization by surface
V-atoms leads to higher extents of reduction than obtained using
the total number of V-atoms, because only a fraction of them
are exposed (Table 2; sixth column). The extent of reduction
values on a surface V-atom basis increase sharply between 2.3
V/nm2 and 8.0 V/nm2 and then reach a nearly constant value
for the sample with 34 V/nm2. ODH rates on the same surface
V-atom basis (Table 2, last column) also increase initially with
surface density and then reach constant values as the support
surface becomes covered with polyvanadate and V2O5. The
extent of reduction on a surface V basis increases in parallel
ODH rates (per surface V-atom), which is expected for a
catalytic redox cycle occurring at accessible V centers. The
agreement between the trends in extent of reduction and ODH
rates corroborates that the reduced centers deemed catalytically
relevant are indeed participating in the turnovers that result in
propene production.
The extents of reduction reported here for active redox centers
on VOx/Al2O3 are much lower than previously reported on VOx/
ZrO2 at similar propane ODH conditions and VOx surface
densities, from changes in intensity at the UV-visible absorption
edge.17,20 Here, we measure 0.12 e-cat/V on 8.0 V/nm2 VOx/
Al2O3 at 603 K at 8:1 C3H8/O2, while these previous studies
report values of 0.60 e-/V on 8.0 V/nm2 VOx/ZrO2 at 6:1 C3H8/
O2 and lower temperatures (573 K).17,20 Spectator reduced
centers, perhaps even on ZrO2 supports,17 may account for these
differences, as well as for the much higher COx selectivities
measured on ZrO2-supported samples.8,17

intermediates during catalysis. The extent of reduction is smaller
than previously reported for similar catalysts, apparently due
to the presence of spectator reduced species, which do not
undergo reversible redox processes in the time scale of catalytic
turnovers. The number of catalytically relevant reduced centers
depends only on the C3H8/O2 reactant ratio, and not separately
on the concentrations of each reactant; this is consistent with
vacancies as the most abundant reduced species during catalytic
ODH at low propane conversion and water concentrations. The
method described here for measuring reduced centers during
catalytic oxidation reactions uses pre-edge features in the UVvisible spectrum. It is more sensitive and accurate than previously reported techniques based on near-edge changes in X-ray
absorption and UV-visible spectra. Mild H2 reduction followed
by quantitative reoxidation by O2 allows a rigorous and accurate
calibration of the number of reduced centers present at the low
extents of reduction prevalent during ODH reactions. The
number of catalytically relevant reduced centers during ODH
increases in parallel with ODH rates (per surface V-atom) as
the size of vanadia domains increases with increasing surface
density. These findings are consistent with the redox nature of
the catalytic ODH sequence, with the sole kinetic relevance of
C-H bond activation reduction steps, and with the greater
reducibility of larger vanadia domains.
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Conclusions

[O*]2
d[OH*]
+ (7 - 6x1)k3[C3H7O*] ) k2K1[C3H8]
dt
[L]

The number of catalytically relevant reduced centers measured
during propane ODH on vanadia catalysts (0.02-0.13 ∆e-cat/
V) is small compared to stoichiometric suboxides of V3+ and
V4+. Surface oxygen species are the most abundant reactive

Appendix
The proposed mechanism for propane oxidative dehydrogenation and combustion reactions is shown in the following
scheme:

where x1 and x2 are the carbon-normalized selectivities to C3H6
and CO, respectively.
The nonlinear differential equations describing the timedependent response of the surface species are

d[O*]
[O*]2
) -2k2K1[C3H8]
dt
L
[OH*]2
[L]
[O*][*]
[*]2
+ 2k5[O2]
(A6)
k4[H2O]
[L]
[L]

3(4 - 4x1 - x2)k3[C3H7O*] + k-4

2k-4

[OH*]2
[O*][*]
+ 2k4[H2O]
(A7)
[L]
[L]
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d[C3H7O*]
[O*]2
- k3[C3H7O*] (A8)
) k2K1[C3H8]
dt
[L]
d[*]
[OH*]2
) 3(2 - 2x1 - x2)k3[C3H7O*] + k-4
dt
[L]
[O*][*]
[*]
- 2k5[O2]
(A9)
k4[H2O]
[L]
[L]
The pseudo-steady-state solutions for the surface intermediates are

[O*]
[OH*] [*] [C3H7O*]
)1[L]
[L]
[L]
[L]

(A10)

[OH*] ) {(8 - 6x1)(k2K1/2k-4)[C3H8] +
(k2/2k-4)[H2O][2(10 - 9x - 3x2)(k2K1/k5) ×
([C3H8]/[O2])]1/2}1/2[O*] (A11)
[*] ) [2(10 -9x1 - 3x2)(k2K1/4k5)([C3H8]/[O2])]1/2[O*]
(A12)
[C3H7O*] ) (k2K1/k3)[C3H8][O*]2/[L]

(A13)
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